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Overview 
• FAA Authority 
• Current Regulations for UAS 
• Rulemaking Efforts 

– Section 333 Exemptions 
– Proposed Small UAS Rule 
– Micro UAS  
– Pathfinder Initiatives & Extended 

Operations  
– Lessons Learned & Path Forward 

• UAS Registration  
• Outreach and Education 
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FAA Authority 

• U.S. airspace is public space 
– 49 U.S.C. §40102(a)(1) 

• UAS are aircraft subject to regulation 
– 49 U.S.C. §40102(a)(6); 14 CFR 1.1; PL 

112-95 §331, §336 
– An aircraft is any device used for flight. 

• UAS must comply with regulations 
that apply to all aircraft 
– Some state and local laws may impact UAS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FAA has exclusive authority to manage the airspace and civil aircraft operations.  This is codified in congressional law.  This includes UAS, model aircraft, from the surface to the edge of space. There are several regulations that state “no person may operate an aircraft unless…”  So there are enforceable rules UAS must follow.  There are state or local restrictions that do impact some UAS operations.  Like the TV man used to say “Check local listings”
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Enabling Commercial Operations via 
Section 333 

FILMING | POWER LINE INSPECTION | PRECISION AGRICULTURE | FLARE STACK INSPECTION  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bridge for commercial UAS operations before finalization of small UAS ruleMore than 13,000 petitions received; more than 5,100 exemptions granted to dateFAA responded to demand by improving process:Streamlined Blanket COA (March 23, 2015)Under 400’ (updated March 29, 2016), within visual line of sight, during daylight hours, certain distances away from airports and heliportsStreamlined evaluation process (March 30, 2015)
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Proposed Small UAS Rule 
• Currently in DRAFT 

– Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(NPRM) Published to Federal 
Register on February 23, 2015 

– Public comment period 
concluded on April 24, 2015 

• Produced approximately 4,500 
public comments 

• Expected to be finalized late 
spring 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OverviewProposed  framework of regulations that would allow routine use of certain small unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) in today’s aviation system, while maintaining flexibility to accommodate future technological innovationsOffers safety rules for small UAS (under 55 pounds) conducting non-recreational operationsLimits flights to daylight and visual-line-of-sight operationsAddresses height restrictions, operator certification, optional use of a visual observer, aircraft registration and marking, and operational limits Proposed operating limitations (general overview):A small UAS operator must always see and avoid manned aircraft. If there is a risk of collision, the UAS operator must be the first to maneuver away.The operator must discontinue the flight when continuing would pose a hazard to other aircraft, people or property.A small UAS operator must assess weather conditions, airspace restrictions and the location of people to lessen risks if he or she loses control of the UAS.A small UAS may not fly over people, except those directly involved with the flight.Flights should be limited to 500 feet altitude and no faster than 100 mph.Operators must stay out of airport flight paths and restricted airspace areas, and obey any FAA Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFRs). Operator Certification and Responsibilities Pilots of a small UAS would be considered “operators”Operators would be required to: Pass an initial aeronautical knowledge test at an FAA-approved knowledge testing center. Be vetted by the Transportation Security Administration.Obtain an unmanned aircraft operator certificate with a small UAS rating (like existing pilot airman certificates, never expires).Pass a recurrent aeronautical knowledge test every 24 months.Be at least 17 years old.Self-certify at the time of their airman application that they do not have a medical condition that could interfere with the safe operation of a small UAS.Make available to the FAA, upon request, the small UAS for inspection or testing, and any associated documents/records required to be kept under the proposed rule.Report an accident to the FAA within 10 days of any operation that results in injury or property damage.Conduct a preflight inspection, to include specific aircraft and control station systems checks, to ensure the small UAS is safe for operation. Aircraft RequirementsFAA airworthiness certification not required. Must maintain a small UAS in condition for safe operation and prior to flight must inspect the UAS to ensure that it is in a condition for safe operation.Aircraft Registration required (same requirements that apply to all other aircraft). 	If aircraft is too small to display markings in standard size, then the aircraft simply needs to display markings in the largest practicable manner Model Aircraft Proposed rule would not apply to model aircraft that satisfy all of the Model Aircraft criteria specified in Section 336 of Public Law 112-95. The proposed rule would codify the FAA’s enforcement authority in part 101 by prohibiting model aircraft operators from endangering the safety of the NAS.
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• Advisory Rulemaking Committee of industry 
stakeholders delivered final report to FAA 

• Report outlines four small UAS categories 
for operations over people 
– Defined primarily by level of risk of injury posed 
– Subject to the restrictions of proposed part 107  

• Category 1 = 250 grams or less 
• Category 2, 3, 4 = impact energy thresholds 

based on industry-consensus test methods 

6 

Micro UAS Rulemaking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ARC) met for two weeks in MarchFAA asked for recommendations on:Performance-based standards for the classification and operation of certain UAS that can be operated safely over peopleHow manufacturers demonstrate compliance with the requirementsAdditional operational parameters based on the requirementsCategory 2Aircraft determined to have less than a 1% chance of causing a Level 3 or greater injury on the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS)*As determined by industry consensus performance standardsOperator must:Comply with the operator instruction manualMaintain minimum set-off distances of 20 feet above people’s heads, or 10 feet laterally away from peopleNot operate so close to people as to create an undue hazard to those peopleExample: Aerial Photography: Wedding / Real EstateCategory 3Aircraft determined to have a 30% chance of causing a Level 3 or greater injury on the AISNo operation over crowds or dense concentrations of peopleAll category 2 operational requirements, plus:Operation is conducted over a closed or restricted-access work site with the permission of the site’s owner or operator; orOverflight of people is limited to those who are transient or incidental to the operation, i.e., the overflight of people is incidental to the operation and not sustainedExample: Construction Site, Closed Movie Sets, Agricultural Over WorkersCategory 4Aircraft determined to have a 30% chance of causing a Level 3 or greater injury on the AISAll category 2 operational restrictions applyOperation allowed over crowds or dense concentrations of people if:Operation is conducted in compliance with a documented, risk mitigation plan, developed and adopted in accordance with industry consensus standards for conducting risk mitigationExample: Category 2 Operations with additional safety requirements
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Focus Area Pathfinder Initiative and 
Extended Operations 
 • Purpose: Explore the next steps in UAS operations 

beyond the type proposed in the draft small UAS 
rule 

• Approach: Partner with industry to evaluate 
requirements for key UAS operations 

• Three Focus Area Partners: 
– CNN 

• UAS in visual line of sight, urban/over people 
– Precision Hawk 

• UAS in extended visual line of sight, rural 
– BNSF Railways 

• UAS beyond visual line of sight, rural 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Announced in May 2015 at AUVSI Unmanned Systems Partnering with three U.S. companies to research UAS operations beyond the scope of the proposed small UAS rule (part 107)Partners committed resources to perform research in three areas:Focus Area 1 – CNN: operation over peopleFocus Area 2 – PrecisionHawk: operation outside of the pilot’s direct vision (extended visual line-of-sight) in rural areasFirst test flights took place in North Carolina late November 2015Focus Area 3 – BNSF Railroad: operation beyond visual line-of-sight in rural areasFirst test flights took place in New Mexico November 2015
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Lessons Learned & Path Forward 

• Incremental Approach 
• Government Collaboration 

– Airspace Management System 
– Executive Committee 

• Industry Engagement 
– UAS Symposium  
– Drone Advisory Committee 
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UAS Registration Requirement 

• Registration requirement effective Dec. 21 
– Small UAS > 0.55 lbs. flown outside must be registered 

• Full details available at: www.faa.gov/uas/registration  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that 14 CFR part 48 are the Federal Aviation Regulations.For the Recreational/Hobbyist or Model Aircraft sUAS pilot, when you register, you are registering yourself not the sUAS. Once you are registered you can add any number and type of sUAS in your profile. You will mark each of your sUAS vehicles with your unique registration number.Put your registration number on your sUAS.  If there is no suitable location on the outside of your sUAS then it is acceptable to put the number in a battery compartment if it is accessible with out the use of tools. 

http://www.faa.gov/uas/registration
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UAS Outreach and Education 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Drone ZoneFederal rules prohibit any aircraft from operating in the Flight Restricted Zone around our nation's capital without specific approval, which includes all unmanned aircraft.The FAA is making outreach materials available through a digital toolkit. These materials are offered to federal, state, and other local partners around the National Capital Region to ensure that residents and tourists all understand that operating an unmanned aircraft in this area for any purpose is against the law. FAA use of No Drone Zone is tied to Temporary Flight Restrictions (i.e. the Super Bowl, DC, the Papal Visit)Other uses of No Drone Zone (e.g. local municipalities) may be tied to local ordinances or restrictions (e.g. restrictions on takeoffs or landings in a certain location and calling it a No Drone Zone) Violators face stiff fines and criminal penalties.Know Before You FlyKnow Before You Fly is an education campaign founded by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI), the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA), and the Small UAV Coalition in partnership with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to educate prospective users about the safe and responsible operation of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS).As excitement and enthusiasm continues to grow around sUAS, and the regulatory framework continues to take shape, more consumers are looking to buy sUAS for personal use. These prospective operators want to fly, and fly safely, but many don’t realize that, just because you can buy a sUAS, doesn’t mean you can fly it anywhere, or for any purpose. Know Before You Fly provides prospective users with the information and guidance they need to fly safely and responsibly.B4UFLY AppThe B4UFLY app, aimed primarily at model aircraft enthusiasts, is designed to give users information about restrictions or requirements in effect at their current or planned flight location. Many unmanned aircraft users today have little or no aviation experience, and some of them are flying where they could endanger manned aircraft. B4UFLY will give these flyers the tools and knowledge they need to operate safely.Key features of the B4UFLY app include:A clear “status” indicator that immediately informs operators about their current or planned location.Information on the parameters that drive the status indicator.A “Planner Mode” for future flights in different locations.Informative, interactive maps with filtering options.Links to other FAA UAS resources and regulatory information.Screenshots of the app are available at www.faa.gov/uas/b4ufly.
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